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“AMAZONE Fertilizer Service” component 

Data sheet 

 

Description 

 

Avoid spreading errors and even save time, too. The component „AMAZONE  

FertiliserService“ defines the correct settings for your AMAZONE fertiliser spreader (ZA-F,  

ZA-X, ZA-U, ZA-M, ZA-M Ultra, ZG-B, ZG-B Ultra) for all common fertilisers. Clear, easy and  

precise. 

 

The AMAZONE Fertilizer Service component offers: 

 Determination of optimal settings depending on fertiliser, spread rate, working width  

and driving speed  

 Setting recommendations for several plots of land with different spread rates can be  

created with a single query  

 Printing of setting recommendations and orders out of the planning module for field use  

 Automatic provision of information on the working width and driving speed from the  

master data as well as fertilisers and quantity of fertiliser from planning  

 

Price 

 The minimum price for the component is 0.50 EUR/month excl. VAT. This allows you to  

use the component for 50 hectares  

 Pricing depending on hectare size of the farm, i.e. the price for 100 ha amounts to  

0.83 EUR/month excl. VAT  

 The settlement takes place on a monthly basis; together with other components  

possibly selected by you, if appropriate pro rata temporis invoicing for the component in  

the first month of use  

 
Note from AMAZONE:  

 

Please be advised that the individual spreading properties of the fertiliser have a great influence on 

the lateral distribution and spread rate. The settings indicated in the setting chart are therefore only 

reference values.  
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The spreading properties depend on  

 

 deviations of physical data (specific weight, granulation, slide characteristics, etc.) even within the 

same variety and brand  

 the different fertiliser characteristics due to weather influences and/or storage conditions  

 

As a result we are not able to guarantee that your fertilizer has the same spreading properties as the 

fertiliser  

indicated in the setting chart, even with the same name and from the same manufacturer. The setting  

recommendations for the lateral distribution refer exclusively to the weight distribution and not to the 

nutrient distribution (This applies in particular to composite fertilisers). A claim for a compensation for 

damages is excluded. 

 

Test conditions 

 10-day access free of charge 

 The test phase ends automatically, without further obligations 

 Unlimited functionality during the test period 

 

Contract terms  

 

Attention: The use of this component is limited to the German market  

 Minimum term of one month  

 After expiration of the minimum term the contract is automatically extended by one  

month at a time  

 After expiration of the minimum term the contract may be terminated at the end of the  

currrent accounting month  

 The termination can be submitted by cancelling the component online via the  

365FarmNet Shop  

 Settlement takes place together with the components booked in the first month of use;  

if appropriate pro rata temporis invoicing for the component  

 Settlement takes place on the basis of the size of farm at the end of the accounting 

month. Changes in farm size have an impact on the monthly price of the component. 


